
EARN a FREE trip to

Cabo San Lucas



Luxury, beaches and 
fun with friends

You deserve to be pampered! 
If morning yoga on a tropical beach 
sounds like a dreamy way to start the day, 
and a photoshoot with friends in the 
glorious Cabo sunshine feels like fun, then 
you will love this incredible wellness 
retreat with LOVLEI. 

This retreat offers excursions, personal 
and party time, a fashion show, heavenly 
cuisine, stunning accommodation, 
swimming pools, sunshine and a chance to 
grow, be inspired and feel appreciated. 

Oh…and LOVLEI wants to make it FREE!!



How to get it done
QUALIFICATION  PERIOD
October 1st 2022 – July 31st 2023

Earn LOVLEI Travel Credits as a LOVLEI Affiliate
Begin by setting up your free LOVLEI affiliate account. Then, 
simply promote LOVLEI and be sure to use your personal 
link and discount code!

Every item sold using your link will accumulate over the 
qualifying period to earn you LOVLEI travel credits. The 
more you earn, the more perks you enjoy!

Want to go with friends?
Travel is always better with people you love. So, the revenue 
of any referred affiliates you introduce will count too! 
Meaning, collaborate and work together now, so you can 
play together in Cabo!



1 credit = $300 in customer sales. OR $600 in referral sales.
AND 1 BONUS credit = for every three new referrals with a min of $1000 in sales

Let’s break it down…
01 50 travel credits:

4-day/3-night accommodation for two

02 75 travel credits:
PLUS $500 towards travel costs

03
100 travel credits:
PLUS another $500 towards travel costs

04 125 travel credits:
PLUS an unforgettable excursion for two

04 150 travel credits:
PLUS a VIP dinner and a spa day



The details…
Customer Sales:
All sales from your personal link during the reward trip period will be 
assigned a travel credit value (1 credit = $300 in sales). The more sales you 
generate, the more credits you earn. This means – great commissions AND 
more travel rewards. We know that affiliates need to wear and showcase 
our brand to succeed, so personal orders will count towards travel credits. 

Referral Sales:
When you share your referral link and introduce other affiliates you will 
accumulate travel credits on all the revenue they generate! (1 credit = 
$600 in referral sales). Work together to win and play together in Cabo!

BONUS Credits:
We want to reward you for referring engaged affiliates to LOVLEI. For every 
three new people you introduce who create a minimum of $1000 in sales 
each during the reward trip period, you will get an EXTRA travel credit. 
Keep referring new people and earn even more bonus credits. 



Bring your friends…
The power of sharing
It’s all about creating memories and sharing 
special moments with loved ones. 

This wellness retreat is appreciated best with 
friends, so set a goal to go together. 
Remember you earn more travel credits with 
referral revenue. That makes it easier and 
more enjoyable. 

Making money along the way
The more credits you earn, the higher your 
commission payouts are along the way. 
Earn thousands of dollars in commissions 
AND earn a FREE trip with your friends.

In LOVLEI you earn significant commissions 
from customer sales AND generous 
referral commissions monthly. 
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